Modeling of chemical control of human respiratory system.
This paper addresses the fundamental understanding of the chemical control of respiratory system that would be needed to improve the efficiency of artificial ventilators and implement appropriate controllers. Hence, non-linear model for simulation of chemical control of human respiratory system under different physiological conditions is presented. The paper also presents the non-linear dissociation behaviors for oxygen and carbon dioxide solutions in the blood and the Bohr-Haldane effects as well as a new controller model. Tests were conducted on the model under different conditions such as hypoxia, hypercapnia, hypoventilation, and hyperventilation with some combination tests, in order to verify the validity of the assumptions that were made. Results indicate a very close agreement between the responses obtained from the present model and other published experimental and theoretical results. This model can be used to design a novel artificial respirator controller meeting the bodily requirements of the patient under mechanical ventilation.